3 FACTS ABOUT WOOD PELLET
MANUFACTURING AND USE

RENEWABLE FROM THE START

Wood pellet production is made possible by the smart utilization of
wood residues generated by the manufacturing of other higher value
forest products upstream. The waste materials from these upstream
manufacturing process flow to waiting wood pellet manufacturers
who extend the value and lifespan of these materials by converting
them into a high-quality engineered heating product which displaces
the use of fossil-derived heating oil and propane as well as their
carbon consequences.
For rural areas not connected to natural gas infrastructure wood
pellets introduce another option to the home heating fuel landscape,
offering consumers a cost-competitive, low-carbon and renewable
option.
As the world confronts the threat of global climate change head-on,
our top priority is intentionally driving carbon out of our vast energy
production network. Those technologies that can deliver our
electricity, transportation fuels and thermal energy needs with
reduced, or no carbon emissions will be asked to contribute an everincreasing share of overall demand.
While low carbon technologies like solar and wind abound and are
rapidly scaling to expand the share of low carbon electrons powering
our grid, there are limited options for meeting thermal energy
demand in a carbon-reduced way.
Wood pellets manufactured from carbon-neutral wood fiber stand
alone as a renewable, low-carbon heating solution commercially
available for homes and businesses today.
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A WIN-WIN SITUATION
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Every day across the wood products manufacturing sector, wood waste is generated in staggering
quantities. The production of lumber from sawlogs generates sawdust, wood chips and wood
shavings. As dimensional lumber is further refined into flooring, cabinetry, millwork and furniture,
those same by-products are generated once again. Finally, trees felled in forestry operations that are
not marketable as saw logs that are chipped in place generate by-product streams as well. Some
observers call those by-products "waste streams" - but not wood pellet manufacturers. Pellet
manufacturers see these materials as valuable feedstocks for the production of wood pellets, a fuel
used for space heating and increasingly, food preparation via grilling and smoking.
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BREAKING THE CYCLE

Using fossil-derived fuels to power our cars, trucks, airplanes or to
heat our homes and businesses contributes to rising levels of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
Wood pellet fuel interrupts this cycle by recycling the carbon
dioxide emitted during combustion in the regeneration of the
forests grown to meet the demand from the forest products industry
on which it relies for fiber.
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THE USE OF WOOD PELLETS FOR HOME
HEATING DISPLACES THE DEMAND
FOR FOSSIL-BASED FUELS WITH FAR
HIGHER CARBON INTENSITY.

A Life Cycle Associates report published in June of 2021 examined the carbon impact of multiple
home heating fuel scenarios. The report looked at natural gas, #2 heating oil and wood pellets
manufactured from several different fiber residue sources. Wood pellets manufactured from
residues from forest product manufacturing sites, urban wood waste and fire hazard reduction
efforts

efforts all showed a significant carbon benefit when
compared to common fossil-derived fuel sources, with each
production scenario delivering at least a 65% reduction in
carbon intensity.
The report also examined the carbon intensity of the
alternative fates of wood residues that were converted into
heating pellets. Alternative fates included wood residues
decomposing in a landfill or composting operation, open
burning and wildfires. By utilizing these residues for a
heating fuel, the carbon impact of these alternative fates is
avoided. These avoided emissions enhance the carbon
(Unnasch, Buchan 2021)

benefit of manufacturing wood pellets from these residues
streams and utilizing them as a home heating fuel.
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CONTRIBUTING TO A CIRCULAR,
LOCALIZED ENERGY ECONOMY
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